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eBook



the driving forces behind digital manufacturing transformations, 

the fundamental challenges obstructing those transformations, 

how manufacturers can optimize from within, 

the tools and best practices for optimal performance and how to evaluate them, 

and the benefits of more sustainable manufacturing, both in terms of impact and cost. 

If you have an interest in increasing your profit margins with existing resources and minimum investment while

also doing good for the environment, you might want to check this out. 

This eBook seeks to highlight the bond between manufacturing efficiency and corporate sustainability frameworks

like ESG. 

We’ll explore:

If you read to the end, we’ll highlight how the Blackbird solution can help manufacturers plan, actuate, and scale

their smart factory initiatives, and why it's uniquely positioned to help mid-market manufacturers digitalize and

optimize production. 

So why should you read this?

Happy reading!
 
 

The Blackbird team 
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Why prioritize
production
performance



The economic effects plaguing today’s geo-political landscape have created a level of uncertainty that business

leaders are struggling to contend with. Labor shortages, supply chain restraints, and soaring inflation have

significantly stunted growth. More recently, trade tensions and the looming fear of an energy crisis in Europe have

contributed to a surge in commodity costs that have put added pressure on manufacturers to use resources more

efficiently, despite logistic delays persisting from the Covid-19 pandemic. 
 
But the volatility of today’s macroeconomic environment has had no such impact on demand, with the latest

consumer reports suggesting standards and expectations have only increased. Amongst growing trends, there is a

greater demand for product transparency, customizations, environmental consciousness, locally sourced goods,

and faster deliveries. 

Reports also suggest consumers have started spending more cautiously, with their individual fear of a recession

limiting manufacturers' ability to adjust product prices accordingly, forcing them to absorb additional operating

costs themselves.

The combination of these factors is urging manufacturers to implement smart factory solutions sooner, with

recent surveys suggesting executives worldwide now consider digitally-led cost-saving measures that seek to

reduce waste and maximize resources as their priority (Winter 2022 Fortune/Deloitte CEO Survey).
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“We are seeing an increase in demand from manufacturers for our

solution to help them optimize their production efforts and reduce

wasted resources. More and more manufacturing companies are

getting better at embedding sustainability practices into their DNA.

With that their data needs are becoming more granular, to comply

with reporting requirements but also to deep dive into root causes.”

Production Efficiency and Sustainability are two sides of the same coin -  why prioritize production performance

Søren Schønnemann, CCO & Partner at Blackbird



Fundamental
challenges facing
today’s
manufacturers



Conversion Costs

=

Manufacturing
Overheads

+

Direct Labor

 Maintaining profits in an inflationary market  

 Becoming a ‘low cost’ – ‘best in class’ converter  

Survival for today’s manufacturers will hinge on their success in addressing two fundamental challenges:  

The Consumer Price Index rose 7.5 percent through January 2022, the largest 12-month increase reported in the
last 40 years. Most, if not all businesses have raised prices in response, choosing to pass those costs down to the
consumer. But there is a limit to how much of those costs, consumers are willing to bear before relationships are
strained and alternatives are sought. Needless to say, raw material cost increase is not making this situation
better. 

Manufacturers seeking to lower overhead while maintaining “best in class” status will need to place special focus
on Conversion Cost analysis to help them improve their predictability models, lower capital expenses, and
increase valuation. A balance that if achieved in these volatile times would not only offer manufacturers a
significant competitive advantage but could also guarantee long-term survival. 
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Optimizing from
within



Manufacturers are in the market for new solutions that could help increase their operating leverage while

generating higher profits, by maximizing the output of their ‘fixed assets’ already in operation. The more profit a

company can squeeze out of its fixed assets – such as warehouses, machinery, and equipment, the higher its

operating leverage will be.

As a result, manufacturers have started to demand more out of their fixed assets, raising the OEE targets of

production lines, for instance, instead of investing in new machinery. But one of the biggest challenges of

maximizing the output of fixed assets is equipment obsolescence. Reports show that more than 80% of all smart

factory projects are ‘brownfield projects’, i.e., projects aimed at modernizing or completely replacing obsolete

equipment. In most of these cases, capital expenditures would be required before production could reach

requisite capacity. Thankfully, and as we outlined in a previously published whitepaper - 5 MISCONCEPTIONS

ABOUT SMART FACTORIES, smart factory transformations don’t hinge on the sourcing of new equipment,
capital expenditures, or the latest technology, they only hinge on one thing – data.  
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No need for big
pockets to afford 
Smart Factories

No need to replace old
equipment

No need to fully
automate

https://content.blackbird.online/hubfs/5%20MISCONCEPTIONS%20ABOUT%20SMART%20FACTORIES.pdf


Adopt smart factory initiatives, 

integrate traditional operational technologies with

modern IT ecosystems, 

and foster a ‘digital first’ mindset. 

In their latest IoT Signals Manufacturing Spotlight report,

Microsoft, Intel, and IoT Analytics drew from interviews

and survey data of more than 500 manufacturing

professionals from around the globe, with their

conclusions only serving to strengthen our assertion that

data is the prime mover behind any smart factory

initiative. Their report outlines the three imperatives
they believe manufacturers must follow to achieve a
digital transformation; 
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No mention is made of new machinery or capital

expenditures. Instead, the three imperatives

outlined suggest a cultural shift is more important,

urging manufacturers to prioritize the

understanding and analysis of their legacy

processes through data insights. The verdict then

is clear; data is the driving force. 

But that poses another question – If

manufacturers should prioritize data acquisition

and analysis, what form should the data take?

From where should it be taken? And by whom

should it be analyzed? 



Manufacturing
tools for optimal
performance



Lean principles are renowned for identifying and either eliminating or changing any part of a process that does

not add value. Their emphasis on cost reduction, waste elimination, and quality drive processes that promote a

customer first approach to efficiency. 

 

Lean principles are also well known for shifting decision-making away from experience-based insights to data

driven ones. Maybe most impressive of all has been the methodology’s adaptability to change, with new advances

in technology only increasing the value of Lean’s many management tools and methods. But traditional methods

alone have shown to be limiting. Lean methods like Kaizen, which assumes a constant search for improvements

to all areas of the organization help manufacturers optimize processes initially, but improvements fall off

overtime.  
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Value

Effort

Six
Sigma

Labor
arbitrage

Complexity
barrier

Traditional lean
optimization curve

Signals

Advices

Predictions

Adjustments
Lights 

out

Live
data

 

Fully integrated digital
options release the complete
potential of industry 4.0

Reduces variation

Digital manufacturing
transformation optimization
curve

Drives value
through disruption

From traditional LEAN To a digitally enabled tomorrow

*Adapted based on Deloitte - Digital lean manufacturing | Deloitte Insights 



The value of implementing traditional management tools such as Lean and Six Sigma is clear.

These legacy methodologies have proven successful in reducing process variation and improving operational

efficiency for decades. 

However, it is when manufacturers implement legacy practices combined with digital solutions that

organizations can expect to see the greatest results. Moreover, digital lean transformations and initiatives target

the same long-established baselines traditional solutions do. So, it comes as no surprise that when approaching

the limit present with traditional lean methodologies, manufacturers have found considerable value in

integrating digital lean improvements that target the same results. 

Manufacturers can no longer rely on legacy management tools alone. Data and automation are the
cornerstones of industry 4.0, and digital lean initiatives that seek to digitalize long established practices must

be adopted. But modern problems also call for modern solutions, and if digital lean adoption is to be industry

wide, then manufacturers will need more flexible options. Blackbird offers the shortest path to real-time data,

with implementation taking less than an hour, giving manufacturers access to real-time data even in brownfield

production lines. 

But how do you get started? 
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What to bear in
mind when
considering smart
factory solutions



When choosing a smart factory solution, organizations should consider two primary factors: platform flexibility,
and data administration. 

Different stakeholders require different data insights to perform their functions. For instance, the personnel who

operate production lines or who respond to maintenance tasks may only need to know line speeds or shift targets to

perform their duties, while a factory manager might need a more granular understanding of the production floor,

focusing on real-time progress reports and OEE calculations. COOs, responsible for operations across multiple

facilities might look at the same data with a broader eye, focusing on insights related to supply-chain restraints or

an individual factory’s time-to-market. 

There is a huge need to have all this data aggregated and presented in way that brings value to each stakeholder,

within a central application, that is accessible by all, at any time, and from anywhere in the world. 

Time-to-data is also a critical factor for today’s manufacturers. State-of-the-art MES solutions are typically custom

made and over-engineered, with initial implementations taking months, and companywide rollouts lasting years.

These ad hoc solutions have priced mid-market manufacturers out of smart factory transformations for decades.  

But, thanks to advancements in IoT and cloud technologies, traditional systems integrations now have stiff
competition. Mid-market solutions like Blackbird are fast to implement, reliable, secure, and present data in a

manner that is actionable. Adding value to each user group’s decision-making process and allowing manufacturers

to increase performance by increasing margins, helping them not only survive, but excel within their respective

markets. 
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Once you know what to look for, your next consideration should be value. One of the many pitfalls common with

digital lean initiatives is the potential for time wasted evaluating new technologies. Poorly targeted process

improvements can erode optimism and trust in the project, and even lead to negative returns for the business.

Manufacturers should only seek to implement tools that explicitly aim to address a problem, rather than simply

evaluating a technology. 

Conduct a detailed assessment of the solution,

ensuring the value offered aligns with

opportunities for growth. 

Whenever possible, choose to pilot the solution

before implementing it 

Regardless of outcome of the trial, make sure to

also develop a rigorous business case that could

support roll-out should you choose to move

beyond the trial process.

This is what you should consider: 

Is the production line’s standard available and

up to date? 

How relevant is the actual production process

to the solution? 

Is the production performance of this line

tracked rigorously? 

Before launching digital lean initiatives, it is also

important to first identify the right starting point.

Manufacturers often choose a familiar production

line, where results are consistent, and operators

are knowledgeable and open to change.

If you’re not sure where to start, questions to

consider include: 
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IoT solutions like Blackbird can be installed

without disruptions or delays to production, with

installation usually taking less than an hour.

Flexible solutions are critical for mid-market

manufacturers looking to gain a competitive edge

without compromising their capital, OEE, or

EBITDA gains.  

unlocking the capacity of constrained assets, 

improving strategic equipment efficiency, 

decreasing the high costs of poor quality, 

decreasing labor spend, 

and decreasing or eliminating unnecessary raw

material utilization.  

The main consideration when determining where to

start should always be ROI. Manufacturers will want to

focus digital lean efforts on the largest areas of

opportunity first. 

A report released by Deloitte in August 2020 identifies 5

key areas they believe represent the greatest return of

investment from digital Lean solutions: 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS

*Adapted based on Deloitte - Digital lean manufacturing | Deloitte Insights 
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Like their legacy counterparts, digital lean

initiatives compel employees to reevaluate

familiar processes, potentially changing the ways

they work, their behaviors, and their approach to

decision-making.

Despite the many benefits, digital lean initiatives

do not require significant upfront investments or

state-of-the-art equipment to elicit results. 



The operational
and financial
benefits of
sustainability



Planned
downtime

OEE improvement directly correlates to EBITDA improvements.

OEE – the industry standard for measuring productivity and efficiency, identifies the percentage of time

manufacturers actually spend producing, contributing to a more granular understanding of an organization’s

Return on Assets (ROA). But while most operations executives recognize the importance of OEE, non-

operations executives often do not, with many CEOs and investors polled declaring they saw no correlation

between OEE and profits.

Total equipment time

TCU (total capacity utilization)

OEE 3

OEE 2

OEE 1

Planned
maintenance

Changeovers

Downtime, cycle
time, scrap
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*Blackbird OEE calculation



Despite their reservations, OEE performance does directly impact profits. The example below examines

hypothetical customer data and provides a comparison between OEE and EBITDA margins gained from baseline

performance, and improvements achieved after implementing the Blackbird solution. 

The introduction of a digital manufacturing solution increased both the availability (uptime) and the performance

(output) of the operation, reflected here by a 22% increase in OEE, and as much as a 16% increase in EBIDTA

margin. Any positive increase of this magnitude would surely reflect an improvement in the company’s financial

performance.  

Examining the business case in more detail gives us a better understanding of the correlation between OEE

improvements, EBITDA margins, and profits.
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OEE
40%

   62%   
 

EBITDA
13%

  29% 
 

Manual data collection
Blackbird
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42%

58%

24%

21%

45%

13%

 

13,918,430

5,823,016

8,095,413

3,272,140

2,880,000

6,943,273

1,943,273

Annual revenue

Raw material cost 

Contribution margin

Variable cost

Fixed cost

Total operating cost

EBITDA

Scheduled production hours

Pieces/hour

Max production capacity

73.0% 

58.0%

95.0%

 

40.22%

Actual pieces / hour

Annual production output
402

2,798,724

 

6,962

1,000

6,962,000

 

Availability 

Performance

Quality

OEE

Scheduled production hours

Pieces/hour

Max production capacity

79.0% 

81.0%

97.0%

 

62.07%

Actual pieces / hour

Annual production output
620

4,316,440

 

6,962

1,000

6,962,000

 

Availability 

Performance

Quality

OEE

In the figures depicted below, the actual

performance rate per year is 402 pieces

produced per hour. The actual production or total

pieces produced is just over 2.7mil per year. 

Now, let’s see what data looks like after the

introduction of Blackbird.

Sales price/ piece

Product cost / piece

Contribution margin/ piece

Manpower cost / hour

Other production cost / hour

Commercial and adm. cost

4.90

2.05

2.85

150

320

2,880,000

 

Previous results: OEE 40% - EBITDA margin 13%

21,150,556

8,848,702

12,301,854

3,272,140

2,880,000

6,152,140

6,348,131

Annual revenue

Raw material cost 

Contribution margin

Variable cost

Fixed cost

Total operating cost

EBITDA

 

42%

58%

15%

14%

29%

29%

 

with Blackbird: OEE 62% - EBITDA margin 29%
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We'll consider a hypothetical case of our customers

where we see, by looking at data, that the OEE

increases on average by 22% ( see page 23 for more

detailed information for each industry vertical). 

+22%

Sales price/ piece

Product cost / piece

Contribution margin/ piece

Manpower cost / hour

Other production cost / hour

Commercial and adm. cost

4.90

2.05

2.85

150

320

2,880,000

 



OEE improvement in the 1st year of using Blackbird per vertical

+25% +21% +26% +33%
Food and Beverage Industrial Equipment &

Automotives
Pharmaceutical Chemical

+23% +26% +38% +22%
Construction &

Building
Contractor

manufacturing
Plastic, paper,

packaging
Other
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Process improvements supported by Blackbird’s data insights, in the case above, could help the plant

manufacture an additional 218 pieces/h, increasing annual actual production output by  over 1 .5 million
pieces, without increasing their planned run time hours or any financial baselines. 

This increase in output will add over $7.4 million in annual revenue and a 16% improvement to the
company’s EBITDA margin. When examined in detail, the correlation becomes clear. By improving wasted

resources and increasing output, companies improve sustainability and increase profits. Additionally, these

values can be achieved without the addition of fixed costs, direct labor, or capital expenditures, adding additional

profits in the form of reduced upstream costs. 

Process improvements that increase efficiency simultaneously reduce process waste! 

The truth is efficiency and sustainability have always gone hand in hand. The less you use, the more you save.

Simple. They’re two sides of the same coin. And, when supported by traditional management practices such as

Lean, and enhanced by digital manufacturing solutions like Blackbird, initiatives that aim to maximize OEE also

contribute significantly to sustainability measures, while simultaneously cutting costs and driving profits. 

By enabling mid-market manufacturers to rapidly improve their OEE, we also help them operate more

sustainability. Blackbird’s real-time shop floor analytics gives you robust data insights accessible on desktops,

mobiles, or tablets through its web application. 
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Measuring
corporate impact



Below are just a few examples of ESG

regulations in place today. 

It is hard to downplay how important ESG frameworks are

to modern corporate strategy. Organizations throughout the

world, irrespective of industry are allocating more and more

resources towards improving these measures. According to

the Governance and Accountability Institute’s 2021

sustainability report, more than 90% of S&P 500 companies

are currently publishing ESG reports in some form, as are

approximately 70% of Russell 1000 companies. 

 

In many jurisdictions, ESG reporting is either mandatory or

under active consideration. In the United States, the

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) is considering

new rules that would require companies to disclose details

relating to climate risks and greenhouse-gas emissions. As

the frequency of extreme weather events continues to

increase, so too will the breadth of the regulations seeking

to mitigate them. And while tech companies, for instance,

are often among market leaders in ESG ratings due to their

relatively low carbon footprints, manufacturers often are

not. 

The Sustainable Finance Disclosure

Regulation (SFDR) applicable as of March

2021, is a European regulation

introduced to improve transparency in

the market for sustainable investment  

The Corporate Sustainability Reporting

Directive (CSRD) is a EU legislation

requiring all large companies to publish

regular reports aligning the impact of

their environmental and social activities

with EU regulations. 

The U.S. Securities and Exchange

Commission (SEC) is gearing up to enact

significant ESG disclosure requirements.  

The International Sustainability

Standards Board (ISSB) is working on a

comprehensive global baseline of

sustainability-related disclosure

standards to be applied internationally.  
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Although criticism does exist, ESG frameworks are here to stay. 

Manufacturers must take these initiatives seriously, adopting a sustainability mindset holistically, by measuring

and understanding their true environmental impact, adhering to regulations by meeting both emissions targets

and reporting deadlines, while also taking steps towards minimizing their own carbon footprint. 

But if manufacturers are to meet tomorrow’s ever-demanding sustainability targets, they’re going to need

accurate data. Getting an accurate measure of the environmental impact of a global organization, with thousands

of employees across facilities all over the world would be impossible without the help of technology. So, how can

companies prepare for the demands of the future? What measures should they adopt, and which solutions should

they implement to help them measure and understand their true environmental impact? 

A recent Gartner survey of over 2,000 C-Level executives reports that 53% of companies see investing in data

infrastructure aimed at improving production analytics as an immediate priority. In the latest IoT Signals

Manufacturing Spotlight report (August 2022), jointly published by IoT Analytics, Microsoft, and Intel, 72% of

respondents claim to have already advanced their smart factory strategies past the Point of Concept and are

determined to fast-track their digital transformation projects within the next three years.  

Regulations and sustainability targets are top of mind for manufacturers, and they’ll need the right tools if they are

to succeed. Real-time metrics don’t only promote process improvements, they also provide valuable information

that can help manufacturers more accurately predict monthly costs and reduce fluctuations. 
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Blackbird Smart
Factory solution
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Blackbird is an end-to-end IoT solution that helps manufacturers fast track their smart factory transformations.

Production data collection can be automated in minutes and users can get access to real-time, actionable analytics

directly from their production lines, on any connected device. 

There is no need to integrate systems, purchase capital equipment, or invest in software development. The Blackbird

solution can retrofit any production line, making legacy equipment smarter, instantly, and giving customers an added

return on their initial investment.  
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Fast and hassle-free installation in less than 1 hour. 

Instant flow of actionable data and KPIs 

Simple and intuitive web-based application on any

device, at any time. 

Data is always safe with state-of-the-art encryption

technology and secure network communication 

Designed for process optimization, constantly

improved based on our customers’ needs. 

With Blackbird you get: 

30

At Blackbird, our passion is helping our customers

achieve operational excellence, regardless of

where they are in their digitalization journey.

Whether they are just getting started or looking to

supplement existing digitalization efforts, Blackbird

will always strive to support them in taking the next

step towards smarter, more efficient, and

sustainable production.  

Schedule a meeting with one of your specialists to

learn how to achieve your business growth and

sustainability targets with one tool. 

Production Efficiency and Sustainability are two sides of the same coin -  Blackbird smart factory solution

Easy Measurable

Plug and Play
IoT solution

Your production KPIs
in real time

Use data to reduce
cost and increase total
capacity utilization

Actionable
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Grab the power to save
Get in contact with a sales representative for a personal product demonstration. And learn

how you can benefit from using Blackbird to reduce your energy consumption in your
production.

 
Remember to ask about the buy & get energy meter campaign and get the energy meter for

free. 
 
 

Get in contact

https://blackbird.online/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/blackbird-aps
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCin0tos2JZWjUmAse8Op7lQ/videos


 

Start reading

40% increase in production performance in less than a year by getting reliable data 
 “We had a lot of data. It is a big company, but it was a kind of hidden knowledge before the

digitalization using Blackbird. Now with the information and data reports in front of every

people, we have information to react on.” 

Martin Ole Madsen, Manager - Operations Excellence SVS EUR at Danfoss Power Solutions.

 
Keep reading

 

Start reading

Increasing OEE by 5% after a week of using Blackbird

“We are very glad to be using the system. It adds a lot of value to our problem-solving

process. Having the historical data to see how production progresses adds tremendous value

and management is also very pleased to be able to track the performance of the equipment.” 

Casper Levorsen - Production Technician at Sintex A/S 

 
Keep reading

https://blackbird.online/40-increase-in-production-performance-in-less-than-a-year-by-getting-reliable-data/
https://https/content.blackbird.online/hubfs/Case%20studies/Case%20Study%20-%20Sintex.pdf.hubspot.com/courses/email-marketing


Get your Blackbird demo
Blackbird is a production performance software that lets you collect data from

any machine or production line.
 

Visualize your production line data with concrete metrics of OEE, Downtime
Causes and more. 

 
 Book your free product demo

https://signup.blackbird.online/personal-demo
https://blackbird.online/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/blackbird-aps
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCin0tos2JZWjUmAse8Op7lQ/videos

